Absfract-It is shown, under weak assumptions on the density function of a random variable and under weak assumptions on the error criterion, that uniform quantizing yields an output entropy which asymptotically is smaller than that for any other quantizer, independent of the density function or the error criterion. The asymptotic behavior of the rate distortion function is determined for the class of vth law loss functions, and the entropy of the uniform quantizer is compared with the rate distortion function for this class of loss functions. The extension of these results to the quantizing of sequences is also given. It is shown that the discrepancy between the entropy of the uniform quantizer and the rate distortion function apparently lies with the inability of the optimal quantizing shapes to cover large dimensional spaces without overlap. A comparison of the entropies of the uniform quantizer and of the minimum-alphabet quantizer is also given.
T HE ENTROPY H of the output of a quantizer is the minimum amount of information which must be transmitted in order to be able to determine the quantizer output with an arbitrarily small error. If we establish some mean error criterion E (e.g., mean square, mean absolute) between the quantizer input and output as a measure of quantizer reproduction fidelity, various types of quantizers can be ranked by comparisons of their H(E) curves. In addition, the merits of quantization as opposed to other means of source encoding can be ascertained by comparing H(E) to Shannon's [l] , [2] rate distortion function R(E). The function R(E), which depends only on the distribution of the variable being t,ransmitted, specifies the minimum amount of information which must be transmitted in order to reconstruct the variable with a mean error E.
In the following we investigate the relation between the entropy of the output of a quantizer and its mean error. In particular, we look at the asymptotic relation between the two quantities as the mean error is required to become very small and show that for a specified error uniform quantization yields minimum entropy. The result is shown to be valid under rather weak assumptions about the density function of the variable being quantized and the mean error criterion being used. The performance of the asymptotically optimum quantizer is compared to bounds on the rate distortion function.
ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY OF UNIFORM QUANTIZING
Let X be the random variable at the quantizer input we will assume that the density function f(x) is reasonably smooth. The quantizer divides the range of X into a possibly infinite number of adjacent intervals I, 1, = (gn, &+1>
(
and maps X into the discrete-valued random variable Y Y = Y, if X E I,.
The entropy of Y is H = --cP*logP, (34 where P, = P(X c In) = 1, ax f(x). WI
The mean-square error will be written as E; we will investigate more general loss functions subsequently. The value of E is E = c s,. dx f(x)(x -yn)' .
If the lengths of all of the intervals are reasonably small, then f(x) will be approximately constant over each interval, and we can write FL = f(&J (B?t +1 -c/n) *
Furthermore, under this condition, putting Y, at the midpoints of the intervals will lead to approximately the where the prime indicates derivative, so that, from (3a) and (5) H w -C W(nMdnQ) log (WbUMn~))) which, as 6 becomes arbitrarily small, goes over into the integral form
Similarly,
Making the obvious substitution s = do in t'hese integrals then leads to and It is readily verified that for fixed 6 and E, H is a minimum when y(s) is a constant, or equivalently, when g'(t) is independent of t. We may conveniently take this constant to be unity and set dt> = t (1s) which t'hen leads to' Em P/12
Hmin E H, -log 6.
From this pair of equations we can n-rite the .equntion relating H to E Hmin M H,, -(+) log (123) as E + 0.
If we define V,, to be entropy variance corresponding to H,," that is, the variance of a Gaussian distribution having the same entropy H,,, we have
so that (21) can be rewritten as He = (3) log (Vo/E) + (+) log (27re/12) (10) or as H mlr, E (4) log, (Vo,'E) + 0.255
as E -+ 0, in bits. We now note that the result can be generalized somewhat. Suppose that in place of (4) we define an average (4) we then have
where the function M is defined by
Then (11) is replaced by of3 E, = dt y'(t)f(g(t))nI(6 s (11') and 1 Refer to Appendix I, for conditions on f(z) which establish the validity of (19) and (20). Also, see Appendix II for the outline of a H 25 H, -log 6 -s ds f(s) log MS)).
(17) more rigorous but less intuitive approach to the derivation of (21).
(13) is replaced by
The solution of the variational problem specified by (26) and (27) is given by and, finally, the variational pair (16) and (17) 
The same loss function substituted in (7'), (IS'), and (21') gives
The asymptotic entropy of the uniform quantizer thus exceeds the lower bound on the rate distortion function by
The stationary solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation for the system of (16') and (17') must satisfy
The condition c) after (4') guarantees that r(s) = constant is the unique solution of the variational problem from which we are again led to the solution
implying uniform quantizing and the relations
Finally, we arrive at the relation between Hmi, and EL:
We have thus shown that under rather weak assumptions about the density function of the random variable and about the error criterion, the uniform quantizer is asymptotically optimum.
COMPARISON WITH RATE DISTORTION FUNCTION
When E is mean-square error, it is well known3 that the rate distortion satisfies (4) 1% (VolEs I R(E) 5 (8 log VIE)
where V and V. are the variance and entropy variance, respectively. Equation (23) shows that the uniform quantizer can always attain a performance asymptotically within approximately $ bit of the rate distortion lower bound.
When we use the more general error measure given by (4'), a lower bound on R(E,), which we will write as r(EL), is given by Shannon* r(Ed = Ho -d@L)
where
Iv(u) 1 subject to the constraints that p(u) be a density and that Table I gives the value of the right-hand side of (31) for a few values of the loss exponent a. The last line of Table I indicates that for arbitrarily large loss exponents, the uniform quantizer achieves the rate distortion bound. This can be viewed as a verification of the intuitively satisfying notion of the optimality of uniform quantizing under a bounded error requirement.
We will now show that any difference between Hmi, and r(EL) is due to a limitation imposed by the quantization process rather than any inherent weakness in the lower bound T(E~). In fact, for a loss function which is positive and a monotonically increasing function of the magnitude of its argument, we will show
First note that if X is the variable to be transmitted and Y its reconstruction, then by definition
where the expression in brackets is the mutual information between X and Y, and where the minimization is performed subject to the constraint E, = j-J dxdy Ux: -Y)P&, ~1.
(34) .
Thus, if we select some conditional density for which (34) is satisfied, the resulting mutual information between X and Y will provide an upper bound on R(EL). As a specific choice for the conditional density, consider .
p(y 1 x) zz e-hL(lr--2) /s do e-hL(V) where X is determined by (34) and is not dependent on pi(x), the probability density of X. Letting R,(E,) denote the mutual information between X and Y, we obtain
Let 
The minimization of N subject to the constraint that E is fixed and given by (16) leads to the known results [4] where p2 is the density of y and is given by that -- As a practical matter, it may be desirable to place a restriction on the number of quantizer output levels (particularly when uniform quantizing implies an infinite number of levels) even though this may be reflected in increased entropy. Now, for any specified average error there is a minimum number of quant'izer levels which can yield an error that small. We will refer to such a quantizer as a minimum-alphabet quantizer. It,s output entropy provides an upper bound on the minimum entropy attainable with consistent simultaneous constraints on average error and alphabet, size.
We will restrict our attention here to the case of meansquare error, and compare the entropies of the minimumalphabet and minimum-entropy quantizers. 6 This is a generalization of the result of Gerrish and Schultheiss 131, who considered the case where L(U) = u*.
Substitution of (40a) in (17) then gives the asymptot,ic entropy of the minimum-alphabet qunntizer, which we will denote by H,,, ~~rtm, = Ho -log (6) + ($1 j-dt f(t) log t/(t)> -log (/ dt(f(t))=$ (40~)
Finally, expressing t.he entropy in terms of the ms error, ~~,n,<, --H, -(+) log (12E) + (3) log (/ dt(!(l))"")
The increase in entropy relat,ive to the uniform quantizer can then be written as
(The somewhat awkward day of writing (41) was chosen to emphasize the positivity of the difference, which follows immediately from the convexity of the logarithm.) Table II (40) is based on boundedness of the random variable.) It can be seen that except for "peculiar" distributions, like the last three in Table II , or for distributions with infinite variance and finite entropy, the entropy of the minimumalphabet quantizer is not strikingly larger than that of the uniform quantizer. For completeness we include the asymptotic dependence of log N on E log N 75 (4) log (1 ds(l(s))l/J) - (4) 
QUANTIZINGOFSEQUENCES (42b)
Suppose that a stationary random process X(t) is sampled every r seconds to produce the finite sequence X,,X,, ... ,X,with
Then if each of these samples is quantized uniformly with step size 6, the average error is again
(ignoring any error introduced by the finite sampling frequency), whereas the average entropy per sample is now HE --log (6) + Ho/D (45) where Ho is the continuous entropy of the joint distribution of D consecutive samples
(We indicate vector-valued quantities here by bold-face notation.) For the case of independent samples, as from a band-limited, flat-spectrum Gaussian process sampled at twice its highest frequency, (45) of course yields the same entropy per sample as (20').
Suppose that for the loss function we again adopt one which depends only on the pairwise coordinate differences; specifically, let with x0 being that value which minimizes the integral. Using (49), the nonoptimality of D-cubes parallel to the coordinate axes can be verified for certain loss functions. For example, with the quadratic loss function L(u) = u2, a covering of 2-space by hexagons is slightly better than a covering by squares. For another example, with the absolute loss function L(u) = 1~1, a covering of 2-space by squares with diagonals parallel to the coordinate axes is slightly better than a covering with normally-oriented squares.
The effectiveness of quantizing with 'D-cubes can be gauged, in a manner analogous to the one-dimensional case, by making a comparison with the lower bound on the rate distortion function for the D-dimensional sequence X. The lower bound for the loss function h(X -Y) parallels the one-dimensional case and is given by r(EL) = Ho/D -+(EJ (entropy/coordinate)
where +(E,) is given by (26). Thus, if we let H,(E,) denote the entropy of the D-cube quantizer output and take L(u) = ($, then the difference H,(E,) -r(EL) is asymptotically equal to the right-hand side of (31), and the calculations of Table I apply. We should further note, by an extension of the arguments used previously, that in D-space
with the constant b chosen to yield the specified volume almost everywhere as 6 -+ 0. Furthermore, the conditions V; however, in most cases it is impossible to cover D-space (53b) and (53~) are sufficient to guarantee that the with such shapes without overlap. For the loss function integrands of (57) are dominated in magnitude by an L(u) = /uy, the volume of the shape in (52a) is' integrable function that is independent of 6. The result V = (2VDT(l + c))~/I'(~ + CD) (52b) (54) follows by dominated convergence. For the mean-square error we introduce the auxiliary and the normalized loss is function M,(V) = &D/(1 + CD) (52~) TJ(x) = (x -n -g2/P (59) so that substituting in (48) and (49) 2) If z0 is a point of discontinuity of f, then for some K and some a < 1, where the overbar means set complement. Then, we can approximate (60) by substituting v* for 17 If(x)1 < K /x -xolBa as x -+ 2". if n8 < z < (n + 1) 6, for all n. Then Hmi,, + log 6 = s dx f*(x) log (f*(x)).
G Refer to Appendix IIfor derivationsof(52b) and(52c).
(56) + Is, dx(f(4 -f*Cdh*(x).
However, the sum of the first two integrals can easily be shown to be l/12, whereas (65) provides a bound on the (57) magnitude of the third integral, and we have dx f(x)q*(x) -l/12 < h/6 if 6 5 A. 036) 
E-t0
The complete proof is surprisingly long and will not be given here. The essential modification of the outline is to find a set S which is a finite disjoint union of bounded open sets, with f uniformly larger than some positive number on X and such that most of the contribution to both 1 f log f and s f (The notation used here is consistent with that of (1) to (7) , with the additional notation 6, = length of I,.) Noting that arises from the integral over S. Both the entropy and mean-square error for an arbitrary partition can then be bounded below by the entropy and mean-square error ' for the partition induced in S, with small corrections whose size is controllable by the uniform continuity. 
